The stoichiometry and energetics of oxygenic phototrophic growth.
The values of gross metabolic flows in cells are essentially interconnected due to conservation laws of chemical elements and interrelations of biochemical coupling. Therefore, the overall stoichiometry of cellular metabolism, such as the biomass quantum yield, the ratio between linear and circular flows via the electron transport chain, etc., can be calculated using balances of metabolic flows in the network branching points and coupling ratios related to ATP formation and expenditures. This work has studied the energetic stoichiometry of photosynthetic cells by considering the transfer of reductivity in the course of biochemical reactions. This approach yielded rigorous mathematical expressions for biomass quantum yield and other integral bioenergetic indices of cellular growth as functions of ATP balance parameters. The effect of cellular substance turnover has been taken into account. The obtained theoretical estimation of biomass quantum yield is rather close to experimental data which confirms the predictive capacity of this approach.